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New Vocabulary: 
 

Word Meaning 

Boot up (v) Start up a computer. 

Waste (v) Use carelessly or for no purpose. 

Reusable   You can use it again. 

Pesticides   Materials used to kill insects and any other things that harm plants. 

Organic   Referring to food produced naturally without chemicals or pesticides. 

Throughout    = all around 

,Recycle   Convert waste into reusable material . = reuse 

Garbage    = Rubbish    = waste 

Trash can  A place for throwing away garbage.  

Intend to   = plan 

Fuel  A material such as coal , oil or gas that is burned to produce h eat or power. 

Efficiency   = professional 

Comfortable   =  cosy 

Conserve  To save or use less of something. 

Consumption  The act of using something. 

Aware of (adj)   = conscious of     X  ignorant 

Source  The origin of something. 

Environment   = habitat 

Public utilities    Organizations supplying the community with electricity ,gas and water. 

Tank  A place used to store water. 

Pollution  The presence of substances that are harmful to the environment. 

 
  

Air conditioner  Canvas  bag Garbage  

1.  Listen & Discuss   pp. 82 & 83 

Groceries   
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Exercise 1 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1-  The ………………….. is empty , please fill it with water.  

a) tank            b) source                c) conserve    d) utilities   

2-  They  ……………….. to travel to Cairo next week.  

a) aware               b) conserve                c) intend                         d) tank  

3-  Imagination is the  ……………. of creation. 

a) rank                     b) source                   c) environment               d) conserve     

4-  We have to  …………… our limited water supply. 

a) conserve            b) turn down               c) turn up                 d) predict  

5-  I was painfully ……………. of this hard situation. 

a) aware                 b) intend                     c) turn                           d) conserve   

6-  Meat has been certified fit for human ……………… . 

a) consumption  b) conserve                c) source                        d) tank   

7-  Don’t …………………… my time. 

a) waste                  b) consumption      c) turn up                        d) fuel  

8-  …………... vegetables are popular because they are safe and tasty . 

a) Fuel                     b) Organic                  c) Garbage                    d) tank   

9-  Please throw garbage in the  ………………. .  

a) trash can          b) recycle                   c) consumption              d) efficiency  

10- Farmers use …………….. to bugs and weeds from killing their crops . 

a) efficiency          b) utilities            c) pesticides     d) trash can  

11- I leave my computer on , so I don’t have to ……………… the next morning. 

a) intend to             b) boot up                   c) aware of                     d) fuel 

12-  Gas and oil are kinds of …………………… . 

a) efficiency           b) consumption          c) trash can                   d) fuel 

13- Canvas bags are …………………. . 

a) reusable             b) pesticides               c) source                        d) tank 

14- They …………………. empty tins to use the metal. 

a) trash can           b) reusable                  c) recycle                      d) boot up 

15- When I feel hot , I turn the …………… up to become cool. 

a) garbage              b) trash can                c) air conditioner          d) tank 

16- Planting trees is good for the …………………… . 

a) consumption      b) pesticides                c) utilities                       d) environment 

17- There is a connection between ………………. and the death of trees. 

a) pollution             b) air conditioner         c) utilities                       d) reusable  

18- We buy ……………… from the market. 

a) garbage            b) trash can                  c)groceries                   d)source 
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19- ………………  companies support electricity. 

a) Pesticides           b) utility                     c) pollution               d) recycle    

20-  Industrial practices have caused ……………… of air and water. 

a) pollution            b) utilities                   c) source                 d) groceries 

 

Exercise 2 
Match the word with its definition: 

 

1 (      )         2 (      )        3 (      )         4 (      )        5 (      )      6 (      )     7 (    ) 

Exercise 3 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 
 

                      consumption / recycle/ source / pesticides /comfortable/ organic 

 
 

1. Pollution is the ………………….. of many environmental problems .  

2. …………………… food is always expensive . . 

3. Water …………….  was decreased in winter. 

4. The Japanese …………… more than half of their paper waste. 

5. ……………...... are used by farmers to protect their crops. 

Exercise 4

1- Organizations supplying the community with electricity, gas and water.   ………….. 

2- Start up a computer.                                                                                ………… 

3- The act of using something.                                                                     ……..…. 

4- Food produced naturally without pesticides.                                        …….….. 

5- The presence of substances that are harmful to environment.            …..….… 

              A Answers  B 
1 Reusable    A A place used to store water. 

2 conserve   B Start up a computer. 

3 Fuel   C Environment . 

4 Efficiency     D Professional . 

5 Tank   E Can be used again.  

6 Boot up  F All around . 

7 Habitat   G A material such as oil or gas that is burned to produce power. 

   h To save or use less of something. 
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  SB Answers   
Exercise 5 

  

1- what you do when your faucet doesn’t work well ? 

a- I will leave water dripping. 

b- I will call a plumber. 

c- I will try to fix it by myself. 

 

2- What do you do when you go to work every day to eliminate air 

pollution and save energy? 

a- I go in my personal car every day. 

b- I use a car pool with my friends. 

c- I will wait for a bus. 

 

3- What kind of water does your country use for agriculture? 

a- Spring water. 

b- Sewage water. 

c- Rain water.  

2.  Pair Work    p. 83 

Answers : 
1-b 
2-b 
3-b 
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Gerunds After Verbs 
•  Gerunds are the - ing form of a verb. They act like nouns and answer the 

question what. 

• For example:           We’re eating more organic fruits now.     (verb) 
                                  I prefer eating organic foods.                     (noun) 

• In the first sentence, “eating” is a verb, while in the second one “eating”  

is gerund. It acts like a noun. 

• We use gerunds after certain verbs, such as: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

* Examples: 

- I can’t stand staying at home alone anymore. 
- I like exploring new places. 
- We finished doing our tasks. 
- I hate feeding dogs. 
 

Infinitives After Verbs 
• An infinitive is to + the base form of a verb. Like gerunds, infinitives act like 

nouns and answer the question what. 

 
 

3.  Grammar    pp. 84 & 85 

advise              enjoy             intend        quit                   continue 
begin              finish              keep           recommend    imagine 
can’t stand     go                   like             start                 prefer 
consider         hate       regret     love         stop             suggest 
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• We use infinitives after certain verbs, such as: 

 

 

 

 

 

• Examples: 

- I asked my father to give me some money. 

- I decided to learn Spanish. 

- I hate to lose any race. 

- I remember to call my uncle. 

 

*These verbs can be followed by an object before the infinitive. 

- E.X : They want to plant a garden. / They want us to plant a garden. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          
                        
                        Infinitives                 Gerunds 
 

* This diagram shows verbs in common between infinitives and gerunds. 
 
 

agree           continue            intend             offer                start           expect 
ask              decide                 learn               plan                  try                like  
begin            forget                 love                promise            prefer          want 
can’t stand      hate                   need            remember 

Can’t stand  

Like / love 

Hate 

Intend 

Begin  /continue 

Expect  

Prefer 

Quit  
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Exercise 6 
Write the verb in either its gerund or infinitive form. 

1- Doctors recommend……………… (sleep) eight hours a day. 

2- I don’t mind ………………. (do) the washing up. 

3- I can’t stand ……………. (wear) these awful glasses. 

4- Mum asked me ………………. (clean) the table. 

5- If you try ……………. (study) harder, you will get high marks. 

6- Ali suggested ………………. (spend) couple of weeks in Egypt. 

7- Lana promised her mother …………….. (be) back at 9 o’clock. 

8- I have finished ………………… (study) my lessons. 

9- The teacher agreed ….……………. (postpone) the exam. 

10-  He plans ………………. (book) a room in the best hotel. 

11-  He stopped …………….. (eat) because soup was salty. 

12- He’s angry because I forgot ………………… (meet) him 

13- He offered us ……………………(spend) one more week for free. 

14- I began ………………….. (feel) well. 

15- I hate ………………… (lose) a game. 

Exercise 7 
D Write the verbs in the correct column of the chart. 
 
 
 

 

by a gerund 
 
Can 
be 

followed by eith 

can only be followed 

by gerund 

can be followed by 

either gerund or infinitive 

Can only be followed be 

infinitive 

 

………………………… 

……………………….... 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………... 

 

 

………………………… 

……………………….... 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………... 

 

………………………… 

……………………….... 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………… 

………………………... 

Remember -like -don’t mind -prefer-continue -can’t stand -begin -offer -suggest -hate-

forget-ask -stop-recommend -promise -agree-want -learn-go -finish -plan -try-decide 
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 f Exercise 8 
Correct the underlined mistake: 

1- I tried getting to class on time. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………. . 

2- I regret to tell Leila my secrets. 

………………………………………….…………………………………………………. . 

3- you should stop to smoke. 

…………………………………………….………………………………………………. . 

4- I learned speaking English.  

……………………………………………….……………………………………………. . 

5- We started to play the match. 

………………………………………………….…………………………………………. . 

6- I decided stopping cheating. 

………………….…………………………………………………………………………. . 

7- She keeps to sing all the night. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. . 

8- She needs taking some courses. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. . 

9- He recommends to buy a new car. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. . 

10- I go to fish with my father. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. .  

Exercise 9 
Choose the correct answer: 

1- Would you mind (lend -to lend -lending) me your camera? 

2- We will go (to dive -diving- dive) tomorrow? 

3- I want (to -for-too) play football? 

4- He suggested (going – will go-to go) for a walk. 

5- They agree (to spend- spending- spent) all their money. 

6- The tourists enjoyed (visited -to visit -visiting) Taj Mahal. 

Exercise 10 
Rewrite the following sentences using words between brackets: 

1-He said he wouldn’t say anything.                     (refused_) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………..….. 

2- My father doesn’t smoke anymore.                   (can’t stand) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………..……….. 

3- My brother wanted us to go to the cinema.      (suggested) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4-Dad has a great interest to read stories.             (enjoys) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-He watches T.V whenever he is free.                   (likes) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….                        
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Vocabulary: 

 

New vocabulary: 

 

 
             

 

 

 
  
 

Word Meaning 

Hassle  Something that is inconvenient to do 

I guess  An unenthusiastic way of agreeing with someone. 

A no -brainer A question or problem that has an obvious answer or solution. 

Chuck      =   throw out 

Lame     =    Bad   / inadequate 

Piece of cake     =  very easy 

Whoops   Expressing regret. 

Reduce     X  increase 

Lessen  To become less .    =  reduce 

Landfill  The disposal of waste material by burying it. 

Sort (v)   = classify   = class 

Making suggestions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Conversation    p. 86 
 

landfill 
 

Sort garbage 
 

• How about + gerund   ? 

• If you don’t mind , I would like to suggest …… 

• Don’t you think it would be a good idea + infinitive…? 

• If you…, I think you’ll find… 

• You might want to consider + gerund… 

• Why don’t we + infinitive   ? 
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Note: 

 

 

Exercise 11 

Choose the right answer: 
1. It’s ………………. having to travel with many bags.  

a) sort            b) landfill             c) lame               d) hassle 

2. Please …………….. the files with the alphabetical order.  

a) sort                    b) hassle                 c) landfill                 d) ditch  

3. The exam was a piece of  ………………. . I answered it in five minutes .  

a) reduce             b) sort              c) hassle       d) cake  

4. I think this shop has many offers. It’s owner will ……………… the prices.  

a) cake                 b) hassle              c) reduce                d) chunk 

5. It’s easier to ………. everything in the garbage than to sort it by material for recycling.  

a) chunk                b) guilty              c) lessen                d) source   

6. The doctor gave her an injection to ……………… the pain.  

a) hassle            b) landfill               c) lessen                  d) chunk  

7. Many tons of waste go into the ………………… each year .  

a) landfill                b) version      c) cake                 d) whoops 

8. She gave some  ……………… excuse about missing the bus. 

a) source                b) lame                c) sort                      d) lessen  

9.  This movie is a complete ……………… , but enjoyable 

     a) sort                      b) landfill                   c) no-brainer          d) chunk 

10.  ……………..., that’s the second time I spelt coffee today. 

     a) A no- brainer     b) Lame                     c) Whoops               d) lessen 

11. How about ……………… to the cinema tomorrow? 

     a) go to                   b) will go                   c)going                     d) went 

12. why don’t we ………………. plastic bottles? 

    a) recycling             b) recycle                 c) to recycle            d) recycled 

13. How about ………………… up the air conditioner because it’s very hot. 

    a) to turn                  b) turned                    c) turning                   d) for turn 

      14. Papers are made ……………….. sand. 

        a) on                        b) of                           c) to                           d) from 

There is a difference between made of & made from 
Made from: is used to bring a new change in the 
material. 
Example: - This cake is made from flour and eggs. 
                  - This shirt is made from cotton. 
Made of: is used when a material remains the same. 
Example:  -This desk is made of wood. 
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      15. You might want to consider ……………. the match. 

a)  To play                b) played                 c) playing                  d)play 

16. That cup is made ……………… plastic. 

a) on                         b) of                            c) to                          d) from  

          

 

Exercise 12 

Correct the underlined mistake: 
1- he disposal of waste material by burying it.                         ………………… 

2- Hassle is a question or problem that has an obvious answer or solution.  ………………….. 

3- Lame is something that is inconvenient to do.                                   …………………. 

4- Reduce is to class or classify something.                                            …………………. 

5- Guess means to throw out.                                                                    ………..………….  

 

Exercise 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lessen/ Whoops / hassle / landfills /chunk /sort /guess 
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     Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 
             

 

 
 

Word Meaning 

Decompose  When a dead body or other organic matter become rotten. = decay 

Silica  A mineral included in sand. 

Average      =   ordinary 

Ton   A unit of weight equal to 1015 kg. 

Simple     X  Demanding /composed /complicated /hard /complex . 

Facility  A place or equipment for a particular purpose, 

Crush       =  squeeze   =  mash 

Ship (v)     =  send 

Manufacturer     =  maker     =   producer 

Mold  A hallow container used to give shape to molten or hot liquid 

material when it cools or hardens.    =   form 

Pollutant  A substance that pollutes something. 

Statistic  A fact or a piece of data obtained from a study. 

Exercise 14 

Choose the right answer: 
1. A/An ………………. person drinks two litters of water a day.    

a) decompose            b) average             c) statistic               d) pollutant 

2. Cigarette smoke is considered to be an air …………….. .  

a) pollutant                      b) crush                   c) statistic                 d) average  

 

5.  Listening ...    p. 87  
 

Bulb  
 

Trash box 
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3. Most animals ………………. very quickly after death.  

a) source                    b) pollutant           c) decompose             d) statistic  

4. This task isn’t demanding . it’s very …………………… .  

a) crush                  b) pollutant           c) complex                 d) simple 

5. He poured the liquid clay into a ………………. . Then he put it aside to dry. 

a) statistic                      b) mold            c) simple                 d) average   

6. A windmill is used to ……………… grains into.  

a) flexible                    b) average            c) crush                        d) ton  

7. The ………………… child watches too much T.V .  

a) average                    b) mold            c) pollutant                 d) statistic 

8. ………………  show that women live longer than men. 

a) Source                       b) Demanding  c) Decomposed        d) Statistics  

9.  Tons of crushed glass are taken to a recycling ……………. where the glass is 

separated by colour. 

     a) facility                        b) mold                      c) crush                      d) average 

10.  The goods were ………………… from a foreign country. 

     a) decomposed           b) shipped                  c) average                 d) mold 

11. The ice will …………… when the sun shines on it. 

      a) decompose             b) ship                         c) melt                       d) crush 

12. A famous …………………. Makes the product. 

      a) manufacturer          b) average                 c) pollutant               d) statistic 

13. A single …….. dangled from the ceiling is not enough to light the whole place. 

      a) ship                            b) bulb                       c) crush                     d) statistic 

 

Exercise 15 

    Match the word with its definition: 

 

          1(      )         2 (      )        3 (      )         4 (      )        5 (      )      6 (      )     7 (    ) 

              A 
Answers 

 B 
1 Pollutant    A Decay . 

2 Ton    B A place or equipment for a particular purpose, 

3 Statistics    C A hallow container used to give shape to molten or hot liquid material 

when it cools or hardens.     

4 Manufacturer     D A substance that pollutes something. 

5 Mold    E Materials used to kill insects that harm plants. 

6 Facility   F Producer . 

7 Decompose    G A fact or a piece of data obtained from a study. 

   I A unit of weight equal to 1015 kg. 
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Thought groups are meaningful phrases within sentences. They are 

usually made up of grammatical phrases such as relative clauses and 

noun, verb, and prepositional phrases. There is often a slight pause 

between thought groups.  
 Examples: 

- The manufacturer / melts the glass /at 500° Celsius. 

- The liquid glass / is poured  / into molds. 

- Glass produced  / from recycled materials / reduces air pollution / 

by 50 percent. 

  

Exercise 16 

6.  Pronunciation p. 87 
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Word Meaning 

Sacrifice   The lose of something for a particular purpose. 

Bold      =   strong    =   courageous  

Harsh       =   severe   =  difficult     X  shy 

Relying    Depending on. 

Committed      =  Dedicated  

Perspective   A way of seeing something.    =  view   = point of view 

Enormous        =  large   =  huge   =  great    = immense         X  tiny 

Exercise 17 

Choose the right answer: 
1. They killed a sheep as a /an ………………. .    

a) decompose           b) bold            c) sacrifice               d) harsh 

2.  Expulsion from school is a …………….. form of punishment .  

a) pollutant                     b) harsh                   c) perspective      d) relying  

3. His father’s death gave him a new ………………. of life.  

a) harsh                    b) enormous            c) perspective           d) relying  

4. I think you are so …………………… to ask for food at this late hour.  

a) sacrifice                  b) relying            c) enormous      d) bold 

5. Can you see this ………………. building? It’s more than 150 meters. 

a) statistic                     b) enormous            c) relying                 d) sacrifice   

6. I can’t believe that this ……………… meal wasn’t enough to satisfy your hunger.  

a) enormous         b) harsh             c) bold                        d) ton  

7. Lana doesn’t attend school lessons ………………… on a private tutor. 

a) harsh                        b) bold                       c) sacrifice                 d) relying 

8. He is ………………  to his work. He dedicates most of his time to it. 

a) committed              b) relying            c) enormous              d) bold  

 

 

 

7.  Vocabulary Building      p. 87 
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Exercise 18

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 19

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 20 

    Match the word with its definition: 

 

          1(      )         2 (      )        3 (      )         4 (      )        5 (      )      6 (      )  7 (      )

              A Answers  B 
1 bold    A Immense  . 

2 relying    B Dedicated.  

3 sacrifice    C Courageous  

4 Harsh      D A way of seeing something. 

5 Perspective     E The loss of something for a purpose. 

6 Committed    F Depending  . 

7 Enormous     G Severe  . 

   H  A unit of weight equal to 1015 kg. 

relying/ sacrifice / hassle / bold /harsh /perspective  
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New vocabulary:

 

 
             

 
 
 
  

 
 

Word Meaning 

Live off       =  depend on   =   feed on 

Out of concern  For caring. 

Desire      =  wish   = want   =  inclination   =  fancy 

Self reliance       =   self sufficiency   =   self support 

Hooked up  To be linked to electronic equipment. 

Nation       =   Country  =  state   =  land 

Financial       =   money  

Renewable energy  Such as the wind and solar power. 

Solar panels   Panels designed to absorb sun’s rays as a source of energy to produce electricity. 

Turbine   A machine for producing continuous power  it uses a stream of air, 

gas or water to turn a wheel and produce power. 

Turn into    = become 

Blade  The flat cutting edge of a knife or any other weapon . 

Cistern  A tank for storing water .  =  tank  =  container 

Benefit     =  advantage  =  profit 

Outweigh     =  Exceed  

Depressing    =  upsetting  

Gift    = present  = contribution  

Be in touch  Remain in communication or contact. 

Thermostat  A device that automatically regulates temperature. 

8.  Reading  pp. 88 & 89 
 

Solar panels 
 

Wind mills 
 

well 
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Impact      =  influence 

Take for granted Assume that something is true without questioning. 

Reflect  Think deeply or carefully. 

Outage  A period when a power supply is not available. 

Entail    =  involve 

Reward (n)    = prize 

Convenience  The state of being able to proceed without difficulty .  = benefit 

Luxury  A state of great comfort and elegance. 

Alternative Another possibility or choice.    =   other 

Take care of    =  look after 

Exercise 21 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1.  I had no ………………….. , but to accept his offer.  

a) reward            b) alternative      c) luxary    d) utilities   

2.  They live in ……………….. in a very big house  

a) entail               b) luxury                c) outage             d) reward  

3.  She used to take care ……………. her children. 

a) on                       b) from                         c) of                      d) at     

4.  I enjoy the …………… of living near the beach. 

a) take care           b) outage                    c) entail      d) convenience  

5.  We have a natural ……………. to help others. 

a) aware                 b) desire                     c) luxury                d) reward   

6.  They take ……………… granted that he will pay for his share of dinner. 

a) on                       b) of                            c) for                      d) at   

7. From an economic point of view, the new development will …………… the  

whole town. 

a) benefit                 b) alternative      c) care                   d) entail  

8. The Chinese are a great …………... . 

a) impact                 b) nation                    c) benefit               d) alternative   

9.   We try to teach children self ………………. .  

b) Impact               b) reliance                 c) luxury                d) benefit  

10. She emphasized that she made these duties out …….. concern to her family. 

a) on                         b) from                       c) of       d) to  

    11.  The temperature is controlled by a ……………… . 

b) impact               b) thermostat             c) turbine               d) fuel 

12.  A windstorm is causing power  …………………… throughout the region . 

b) benefit                 b) outage                  c) impact                d) desire 

13. Hot water is converted to electricity by a …………………. . 

b) turbine                 b) benefit                   c) impact                d) tank 
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14- They have ………..…. on their roof that powers their central heating. 

b) thermostat           b) turbine                  c) solar panels        d) desire 

15- The wind and the sun are sources of …………… . 

b) solar panels          b) impact                c) renewable energy d) turbine 

16- His speech had a powerful …………………… on many people . 

b) impact                 b) desire                    c) care                     d) benefit 

17- The benefits of the new system ………………. the disadvantages. 

b) desire                   b) outweigh              c) impact                  d) keep in touch     

18- We keep in ……………… through emails and phone calls. 

b) care                    b) impact                   c) touch                    d) desire 

19-Her parents gave her a  ………………  for passing the exams. 

b) desire                  b) turbine                    c) gift                         d) care    

20-  The company is in ……………… difficulties. It lost one million dollars.  

b) financial              b) outweigh                c) reward                  d) impact 

 

Exercise 22 

1. There must be a /an ………………. to people sleeping on the street.  

2. This hotel is full of …………….. . It has a swimming pool and a restaurant. 

3. He is twenty. He is old enough to ………………… of himself. 

4.He seems to ………………… on junk food.  

5. Sarah couldn’t understand her ………………… to be alone. 

6. Don’t take for ……………… the things closest to your heart. 

 

Exercise 23 

1. She studied every evening and reaped the ………………. at exam time.  

2. The president will speak to the …………….. this night. 

3. A /An………………… performs the function of controlling temperature. 

4.He said there was no power ………………… .  

5. A water ………………… drives the generator. 

6. The new teacher had an immediate ……………… on the students. 

 

granted/ alternative / desire / bold /luxury /take care / live off 

impact/ thermostat / benefit / turbine /luxury / outage / nation  
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Exercise 24 

 

Give one word: 
1. To be linked to electronic equipment.                              ……………………….. 

2. Remain in communication or contact.                             ……………………….. 

3. A tank for storing water .                                                     ……………………….. 

4. Involve.                                                                                  …………………......... 

5. The flat cutting edge of a knife or any other weapon .    ………………………. 

6. Upsetting.                                                                               ………………………. 

7.  The state of being able to proceed without difficulty .     ……………………… 

8. Prize.                                                                                       ………………………. 

9. Think deeply or carefully.                                                    …………………..…… 

10.   Influence                                                                              ………………………. 

 

Exercise 25 

 
    Match the word with its definition: 

 

          1(      )         2 (      )        3 (      )         4 (      )        5 (      )      6 (      )  7 (      )

 

 

 

 

              A 
Answers 

 B 
1 Turbine     A For caring  . 

2 Outage     B A device that automatically regulates temperature. 

3 Thermostat     C Other   

4 Turn into      D A way of seeing something. 

5 Solar panels      E A period when a power supply is not available. 

6 Out of concern     F Panels designed to absorb sun’s rays as a source of energy 

to produce electricity. 

7 Alternative      G Become  . 

   I A machine for producing continuous power  it uses a stream 

of air, gas or water to turn a wheel and produce power. 
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Exercise 26 

 

 a) Because the coins were too heavy to carry. 

 b) Because traders couldn’t trust everyone. 

 c) Because they preffered paper. 

 d) Because coins were rusted. 

  

  2- Why did banks in England first want want people to leave their money with them? 

a) The king needed money to fight war. 

b) People prefered notes to coins. 

c) Banks opened for the first time. 

d) There was a bankrupt.  

3- What the main idea of the text? 

a) Why we use money.                                        b) why we use banks. 

c) The history of paper banknotes.                     d) Wars in England. 

 

4- When did Eorope start using paper banknotes? ……………………………… 

5- What were banknotes made from? ……………………………………………… 

6- When did countries start using plastic notes? …………………………………. 

Put (true) or (false): 

7- The Japanese were the first to use paper banknotes for money.     (           ) 

8- paper notes were in invented in 7th  century .                                       (           ) 
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                    SB Answers
9.  Speaking  p. 89 
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Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 
             

 

 
 

Word Meaning 

Attract   Cause someone to have interest in something.   = tempt  = charm 

consumer     =  purchaser    =   buyer 

Fulfill      =   achieve       =   accomplish 

Benefits       =   advantages 

Accumulate      =    gather          =   collect 

Disposal      =  getting rid of   =  throwing away 

Canister   A round or cylindrical container using for storing things such as food . 

Counter   A long flat table in a shop, bank or restaurant. 

Resources     =   materials   =  supplies 

Invest  Put money into financial property or shares. 

Magnetic     =   Attractive    =   alluring 

Label (n) A small piece of paper or fabric attached to something =   tag  

Put away      =  Discard . 

Exercise 28 

Choose the right answer: 
1. I read information on the ………………. before deciding which jam to buy.  

a) attract            b) label             c) fulfill               d) invest 

2. Whose keys are on the kitchen’s  …………….. ?  

a) counter               b) label                   c) resource              d) disposal  

3. These flowers are brightly coloured to ………………. butterflies.  

10.  Writing  pp. 90 & 91 
 

Package  
 

Store  
 

Burlap bag 
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a) label             b) put away          c) disposal       d) attract  

4. A nurse has to …………………… her duties in caring for patients .  

a) put away            b) fulfill            c) label                d) attract 

5. Many ………………. make purchases on the internet.  

a) disposals            b) consumers  c) counters                 d) benefits   

6. I asked him to put ……………… this foolish idea.  

a) aside              b) away              c) apart                      d) off  

7. They are unwilling to  ………………… any more money in the project .  

a) Invest                  b) disposal             c) attract                    d) consumer 

8. She has a / an ……………….. characters. She is admired by every one. 

a) attract                b) fulfill                     c) magnetic              d) consumer 

9. My father opened a small grocery ……………….. . 

a) Consumer        b) counter               c) disposal                d) store 

10.  The ………………… of rubbish is always in landfills. 

a) disposal            b) fulfill                     c) label                       d) benefits 

 

Exercise 29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fulfill/store / magnetic / put away / attract /invest / outage / label  
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How to write a formal letter of a  complaint: 

• Open your letter with : Dear Editor, Dear Mr. ………… . 

• State the reason why you are writing your letter. 

• Use phrases to list additional points: First of all…; Moreover…; 

Furthermore, …; 

• Use phrases to offer suggestions and solutions to problems: I 

suggest that ; It would be a good idea if , One solution is .. etc. 

• Sign off in an appropriate way: With best wishes; Your 

sincerely; Sincerely yours; Yours faithfully.  

 

Exercise 30 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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vs. 

• I  walk to school everyday. 

• She sometimes visits her grandparents. 

• They don’t always eat meat. 

• My sister usually doesn’t watch movies. 

• Do you like apples?                     

Yes, I do.  

No, I don’t. 

• Does she like apples? 

Yes, she does. 

No, she doesn’t. 

 

Formation 
       

(I / you / we / they / plural nouns) inf. 
(He / She / it / singular nouns) inf.- (s / es ) 

Usage 
We use the Present Simple Tense to express: 

1. Permanent situations   

2. Repeated habitual actions (Routine events) 

3. Scientific facts (general truths) 

4. Job description 

 

Key words 

every/ never/ usually /always /often/sometimes .. 
 

11.Form, meaning and function pp. 92 & 93 
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Negative 
 

(I / you / we / they / plural nouns) do not / don’t + inf. 

(He / She / it / singular nouns) does not / doesn’t + inf. 

 
Questions and short answers: 

 

(I / you / we / they / plural nouns) → Do+ Sub. + Verb……...?  

(He / She / it / singular nouns) Does+ Sub.  + Verb……? 
 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. My father never ......................... on Friday.  

a. is working      b. works    c. working              d. work 

2. The sun ...................... in the east. 

a. rise   b. rising                c. have risen          d. rises 

3. Rashid .......................... tennis every weekend. 

a. play   b. plays           c. playing        d. is playing 

4. He usually ......................  with his grandmother. 

a. staying          b. stay           c. stays                d. stayed 

5. I ......................   to school by bus every day. 

a. go           b. goes           c. is going        d. went 

6. The boys ......................  football every day. 

a. played          b. play           c. are playing       d. plays 

7. Salma ......................  the dishes in the evening. 

a. wash           b. washing           c. washes       d. is washing 

8. Tarek always ......................  his homework. 

a. does           b. doing           c. is doing         d. do 

9. Ali usually ..................... his room. 

a. cleaning          b. clean           c. is cleaning         d. cleans 
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Define the reason for using the present simple tense 

1- Chin lives in China.     ………….……… 

2- I love my parents.     ……….………… 

3- The moon goes around the sun.  ……….………… 

4- Ali works as a doctor.    ……….………… 

5- I play football every Friday.   ………….……… 

 

Put the following sentences in the negative form: 

1- I like fish. 

…………………………………………………………………… 

2- Ali works as a doctor.  

…………………………………………………………………… 

3- They get up at seven o’clock. 

…………………………………………………………………… 

4- Hala speaks English well. 

…………………………………………………………………… 

Fill in the blanks with "do" or "does"  

1- ……………… Ali go to school every day? 

2- ……………… Soha and Leila like pizza? 

3- ……………… he work in the office? 

4- ……………… they buy new schoolbag? 

5- ……………… your sister write a letter? 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

• I  am walking to school right now. 

• Look! She is running in the playground. 

• They aren’t doing anything now. 

• My sister isn’t sleeping at the moment. 
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• What are you doing?  

I’m playing football.  

• Is Mona cooking now?  

Yes, she is.     

No, she isn’t. 

• Are the boys reading?  

Yes, they are. 

No, they aren’t. 

 

Formation 
       

(am / is / are) + (v.-ing) 

Usage 
We use the Present Simple Tense to express: 

1. Things happening at the time of speaking. 

2. Things happening for a limited time around the present time  

                                                                                (temporary actions ) 

3. Plans for the near future / future arrangements. 

 

Key words 

now / Look !  / Listen !  / at the moment  .. 

Negative 
 

(am not / is not / are not) + (v.-ing) 

 

Questions and short answers: 
 

(Am / Is / Are) + Sub. + (v.-ing) ……...?  
 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Sara .............. a letter on the computer now. 

a) types  b) typing               c) is typing         d) typed 

2. Noha and Hala .............. their flat now. 

a) clean  b) cleaning        c) cleaned   d) are cleaning 

3. Look! he ............................. TV. 
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a) watches         b) is watching      c) watch         d) watching 

4. Listen! They .......................... about the film . 

a) talking  b) talk                   c) are talking         d) talks     

5. Look ! Adel ............................. a picture. 

a) is drawing       b) drawing      c) draws         d) draw 

6. Rami ........................... his room now. 

a) cleans          b) cleaning         c) is cleaning    d) has cleaned 

Make questions: 

1- The girls are singing. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

2- Yes, Mona is drawing. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

3- I am writing the lesson 

………………………………………………………………………. 

4- Taha is answering the questions. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

5- No, Omar and Tamer aren’t watching the film. 

………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Exercise 7 

Choose the right answer: 
1. He usually………………. to the club.  

a) goes            b) went             c) goes                  d) to go 

2. Mammals never  …………….. eggs.  

     a) laid                     b) lay                       c) are laying              d) lain  

3. They ………………. food at the moment.  

a) cooked            b) cook                    c)are cooking           d) to cook  

4. Snakes …………………… in winter .  

a) hibernate           b) hibernates  c) hibernating      d) to hibernate 

5. The mechanic ………………. my car now.  

a) mend                 b) has mended   c) mends                 d) is mending   

6. Cows ……………… us milk and meat.  

a) gives             b) give              c) gave                      d) is giving  
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7. Metals ………………… when they are exposed to heat .  

a) expand             b) expanded          c) is expanding          d) expands 

8. My father ……………….. to Paris at the moment. 

a) flew                   b) has flown             c) is flying                   d) had flown 

9. My uncle ……………….. in Dubai . He is still there. 

a) lives                 b) living                    c) lived                       d) has lived 

10.  The train ………………… to London at 6 o’clock daily. 

a) left                     b) is leaving              c) leave                     d) leaves 

11.  A chicken ……………. us milk. 

a) gave                b) gives                      c) is giving                d) giving 

12.  What ……………….. of Mona’s new car? 

     a) are you thinking                             b) do you think     

     c) have you thought                          d) have you been thinking 

13.The cheese ………………… nice. 

     a) tasting                b) is tasting             c) tastes                       d) tasted  

14. I ……………… my lessons in class. 

     a) am understanding   b) understand    c) understood      d) have understood 

 

Exercise 8 
Complete the sentences with the words in parentheses. Use the simple 

present or the present progressive of the verbs. 
1- What ……you……… at the moment?                                               (do) 

2- The moon ……………… around the Earth.                                        (spin) 

3- Water ………………… at 0 c.                                                              (freeze) 

4- Wow ! She ……………. pretty.                                                             (look) 

5- We …………… in God.                                                                        (believe) 

6-  Ahmed has a part-time job on Saturdays, but he …………….. today.   (not/work) 

7- The train ……………… at 8 pm daily.                                                 (leave) 

8- Now , I ……………… a scary movie.                                                  (watch) 

9- Scientists say that the world’s climate ……………….... rapidly.       (change) 

10- How ………………… which type of fuel is the best?                       (he /know) 

 

 Exercise 9 
Correct the underlined mistake: 
1- He wrote his friends a letter at the moment. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- A mammal never lay eggs. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- He usually to read detective stories. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4- Are they play chess now? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- He is always forgetting to take his ID with him. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Are you remembering what happened? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- Ice is melting in hot weather. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8- I smelling smoke coming out of the kitchen. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Conditional Sentences with Present and Future Forms 
You can use conditional sentences with if to talk about causes and 

results. 

Present Facts 

Use the simple present tense in both clauses. 

If you heat water , it boils. 

 

Future Facts 

Use the simple present in the if-clause and the future with be going to 

or will in the result clause. 

If you don’t study well, you won’t pass the exam. 

If you wake up early, you are going to arrive on time. 
 

May/Might 

Use may/might in the result clause to suggest something is possible, 

but not certain. 

If Abdallah doesn’t go to college, he might not get a good job. 
 

I’d Rather 

Use I’d rather (= I would rather) to talk about preferences. 
 

A: Would you rather go to the mall now or later? 

B: I’d rather go now. 
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Exercise 1 

Choose the right answer: 
1. If water boils, its temperature ………………. 100c.  

a) will be            b) may be             c) be                            d) is 

2. If a metal is heated, it   …………….. .  

     a) expand             b) will expand        c) expands                 d) may expand  

3. If a balloon is filled with air, it ………………. .  

a) may fly           b) fly                         c) flies                          d) could fly  

4. I  …………………… you my car, if you drive carefully .  

a) lend                   b) will lend             c) could lend       d) lent 

5. If he runs fast, he ………………. the bus.  

a) caught               b) has caught   c) catch                 d) will catch   

6. If the demand ……………… , the price goes up.  

a) increases  b) increase              c) will increase          d) increased 

7. If he does his best, he ………………… get full marks. .  

a) get                   b) gets                      c) will get                      d) got 

8. I ‘d rather ……………….. orange juice. 

b) has                b) have                      c) will have                   d) had 

 

Exercise 2 
Complete the sentences about facts. Use the simple present or will in the second clause. 

1. The consequences ……. (be) disastrous if we …… (not reduce) carbon emissions. 

2. If you ……………… (expose) iron to water, it ……………… (rust) 

3. If you ………………(freeze) water, it ……………. (turn) into ice. 

4. If they …………. (climb) up to 4,000 meters, they ………… (need) oxygen. 

 

 

Exercise 3 
Rewrite using if or would rather: 

1- Water turns into steam when heated. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- you get information about your phone, when you read its catalogue. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Ice becomes water when melted. 

…………..………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- Oil floats when poured on water. 

………………..…………………………………………………………………………….. 

5- Iron expands by heating. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 


